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Chapter 26-30 

Chapter 26 Who is the bet? 

Chapter 26 Bet Who is the 

old ghost taking the old demon and Su Nan to the curtain call, Su Nan smiled, bowed 
calmly and stepped down. 

Fortunately, the basic skills have not been forgotten, and the performance is still 
satisfactory. 

The old ghost and the old demon followed, and the old demon patted her on the 
shoulder, “Little sister Su Nan, you can just join our group, we are willing to kick the old 
demon out for you!” 

Su Nan bowed his head and smiled, “The old demon If I hear it, I’ll probably get up from 
the hospital bed and fight with you.” The 

old ghost was in high spirits, “I’m so happy today, the arrangement of this song was 
originally you, except for the old demon, only you can cooperate with us. It’s so perfect, 
little sister Su Nan, I seem to have seen you three years ago!” 

Su Nan felt bitter, she seemed to have missed too many wonderful things in life in the 
past three years, but fortunately it’s not too late to look back. 

The old demon still refused to give up and wanted to get her to join, “Little sister Su 
Nan, with you here, we will definitely shock the music world!” 

Just as Su Nan was about to say no, Ning Zhi walked in with a smile. 

“You two, don’t think about it, we Su Nan are going to start a new career.” 

Ning Zhiliao pulled Su Nan out of the backstage, Qin Yu hugged him as soon as he 
went out, “Su Nan is great, you are My goddess, you don’t know how excited everyone 
is, and your violin is amazing!” 

Su Nan reluctantly ripped her away from himself, for having such an unforgettable night, 
I would also like to thank Cheng Yi for his arrangement . 

Thinking that Fu Yechuan and Lu Qi should have already left, Su Nan, Ning Zhiliao and 
Qin Yu went back to the second floor again. As a result, Lu Qi and Fu Yechuan were 
sitting next to Cheng Yi and Cheng Huai, looking at the stairs just now. self. 



Qin Yu snorted dissatisfiedly, and pulled Su Nan to sit on the other side of Cheng Yi, 
“Cheng Er Shao, let’s play something, it’s boring to see people who don’t want to watch 
sitting.” 

Cheng Yi spread his hands, “Of course. , there are many more programs to come.” 

The shouting of the people below the bar boiled again, and the “Crazy Group” was 
invited to come back again… 

“I didn’t expect Su Nan to play the violin? Why didn’t I hear it before?” Lu Qi couldn’t 
help but asked. It was really shocking at night. 

The moment Su Nan was on the stage, she was cold and refreshing, like the queen in 
control of the audience! 

“Do I need to tell you? Who are you, do you know what your surname is?” Qin Yu 
snapped at the corners of her mouth. 

Knowing that he would be scolded, Lu Qi spread his hands indifferently, “Didn’t you say 
you want to play something? Why don’t you play dice together.” 

“Who wants to play with you?” Qin Yu snorted coldly, feeling sorry for Su Nan. 

What is a good thing about a dog man? 

Fu Yechuan, who had been silent all the time, said in a deep voice, “Su Nan, don’t you 
dare to play a game?” 

Since she went upstairs, Fu Yechuan’s eyes have been on her, and she has been 
sitting there shaking the wine glass in her hand, He lowered his head nonchalantly, as if 
they didn’t exist. 

Fu Yechuan suppressed the shocking emotions in his chest. Su Nan was familiar but 
unfamiliar in front of him, and his heart was extremely complicated. 

When Su Nan was named, she casually raised her head and swept over Fu Yechuan. 
The corner of her lips smiled lightly, “Why not?” 

Although she was a little surprised by Fu Yechuan’s words, Su Nan was not afraid. 
Since it was nothing to do with it, then a game of gambling would take place again. 
What are you afraid of? 

Qin Yu dissatisfied and objected, “Why are you playing with him? He is a tactic!” 

Ning Zhiliu pulled Qin Yu aside and looked at the two people, “Don’t worry, Su Nan has 
a lot.” 



Fu Yechuan is the son and brother The people who were rolling over in the circle were 
familiar with the game of eating, drinking, and having fun, and dice were the lowest-level 
things. The winning ticket was already in the cards, and Lu Qi couldn’t hide his smile on 
the side. 

The waiter set the table, and the two sides faced off. Su Nan didn’t do anything, but 
lowered his head and said, “What’s the bet?” 

⋯ 

Chapter 27 Can’t afford to lose 

Chapter 27 Can’t afford to lose, is it 

boring without a bet? 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes were deep, staring at her indifferent profile, “What do you think?” 

Before Su Nan could speak, Lu Qi sneered and said first: “If Old Fu loses, I will take off 
my clothes and leave here. Go out. But if you lose, Su Nan…” 

He looked around Cheng Yi and Cheng Huai with a disdainful tone, “You should admit 
in public that you married into the Fu family for money, and in the future Don’t appear in 
City A again, Su Nan, do you dare?” 

Cheng Yi and Cheng Huai were stunned for a moment, and even Qin Yu wanted to 
stand up and reason, but Ningzhi pulled Qin Yu tightly to tell her not to be impulsive . 

Fu Yechuan’s eyebrows suddenly tightened. Just as he was about to interrupt Lu Qi’s 
words, Su Nan snorted coldly and raised his eyebrows in disdain, “Okay, I agree. 

” in the eyes. 

Lu Qi smiled, laughing that she didn’t know how high the sky was or who the opponent 
in front of her was. 

Looking at the entire City A, Fu Yechuan was no match for playing dice with his eyes 
closed. He had won the first pot of gold in the Macau casino, not to mention the little-
known little people in front of him. 

I can finally avenge today’s revenge! 

Fu Yechuan stretched out his hand: “Ma’am first.” 

Su Nan was also polite, took the dice and shook it on the table, put the back of his hand 
on it as if to play, and looked at the other party calmly, “It’s your turn.” 



Fu Yechuan Looking at Su Nan meaningfully, her brows were frowning. Obviously, Su 
Nan didn’t take this gamble to heart. Does she care so much about winning or losing? 

Lu Qi was even more interested in watching a good show, as if he already had the 
chance to win. This Su Nan is just a piece of paper, and the actions just now were not 
professional at all. Does she understand dice? 

So two false tricks, you want to win? 

No way! 

Fu Yechuan pondered for a moment, and opened the lid at will. Four or six, he won 
without any accident. He glanced at Su Nan, and the expression on his face did not 
change. 

Lu Qi almost jumped up in excitement, “Old Fu, it’s normal, I’m still worried that you are 
softening…” 

Cheng Yi applauded, as expected, with a faint smile, “Lu Shao is joking, Fu I’ve never 
been soft-hearted towards Su Nan, but we know Mr. Fu’s ability, so it’s worth the trip.” 

“Don’t talk about these nice things, why are you trying to be rude? Su Nan, let’s see 
how you win? Don’t. You ca n’t afford to lose…” 

“Lu Qi, can you not spit out ivory from a dog’s mouth, can you speak?” Qin Yu couldn’t 
help cursing. 

Seeing the atmosphere, Su Nan suddenly became nervous again, she chuckled lightly, 
tapped the lid twice with her slender fingers, and knocked down the lid at will. Before 
everyone could take a breath, she took it Bao Bao stood up: 

“I’ll go say hello and go home, you guys continue to play.” 

Except for Qin Yu and Cheng Huai who were slightly surprised, Cheng Yi and Ning 
Zhiliao seemed to have known the result for a long time, calm and unwavering. . 

And the moment Lu Qi saw Su Nan’s dice, he wanted to die! 

Five six! 

How can there be one more? 

And this woman can swing five or six just by feinting on the table? 

When he looked up again, the woman was gone. 



Qin Yu slapped the table happily, triumphantly, “Young Master Lu, don’t forget to take 
off your clothes before leaving, as you said, don’t lose…” 

“You…you guys Shame!” Lu Qi’s face was suffocated with colorful and wonderful 
expressions. 

“Shame? Lu Shao, it’s you who are rushing to play. The rules on the table are like this. 
If you lose, you will say that others are cheating? If you knew you couldn’t play, then 
don’t play, Mr. Fu, what do you say?” 

Qin Yu sneered and went to ask Fu Yechuan directly, gnashing his teeth. 

Lu Qi looked at his good brother as if asking for help, and the words “Save me” were 
written in his big innocent eyes. Fu Yechuan 

glanced at Qin Yu, swept Cheng Yi and Cheng Huai, and fixed his eyes on Lu Qi, “If you 
lose, you lose.” 

The sound of the dice in Nan’s hand wasn’t quite right, but he didn’t feel any chagrin 
when he lost, instead… a little fortunate. 

…… 

⋯ 

Chapter 28 Apologizing is useless 

Chapter 28 Apologizing was useless. 

Fu Yechuan lifted his leg and left, leaving Lu Qi with a confused face to face a group of 
wolves, tigers and leopards. 

The string in my heart suddenly snapped! 

He felt that the few people headed by Qin Yu could not wait to eat him! 

Fu Yechuan actually left! 

What about the good brother? 

He looked at the person in front of him wanting to cry without tears, biting his lower lip, 
and said with great dignity: “Can you spare me this time?” 

The people in front of him said in unison, “No!” 

Downstairs. 



Su Nan came out of the side door in a place where no one was paying attention. He just 
sent a text message to his eldest brother, his driver should be there soon, and sent Qin 
Yu a WeChat message. 

“Su Nan…” 

Fu Yechuan called to her in a hoarse voice. Outside the side door, a tall and dim figure 
stood aside. Su Nan was stunned for a moment, and immediately put on a cold and 
alert look. 

Noticing her change, Fu Yechuan’s eyes narrowed slightly. 

“Is something wrong, Mr. Fu?” 

The lights on the side door were not bright, and the dim light and shadow elongated the 
figures of the two of them. He took a step forward, and she took a step back. 

Fu Yechuan twitched the corner of his mouth and threw the lit cigarette in his hand 
aside, still taking a step forward, staring at her closely. 

“Su Nan, Yingying provoked the incident in the restaurant first, and I will let her come to 
apologize to you.” 

Su Nan lowered his eyes, lowered his head and smiled, then instantly retracted his 
smile, the whole person was cold and cold, and the bottom of his eyes was cold. Buried 
with sarcasm. 

“No, just take care of your family.” What should I 

apologize for, what happened in the restaurant? 

Now she is not rare. 

Fu Yechuan frowned slightly, and wanted to say something, when he heard a 
maddening scream coming from the door. As soon as he looked away, a naked Lu Qi, 
who covered his face with his hands, quickly ran out from the inside, his voice 
interrupted. Humiliated and desperate: “I will never give up!” 

As soon as he arrived in front of him, the flashlight lit up, the naked man stopped and 
stopped beside Fu Yechuan and Su Nan next to him in shock, his face was shy and 
annoyed, shaking He pointed his arm at Su Nan, wanting to cry without tears. 

“You…you still take pictures?” 

Su Nan looked at the pictures on the phone with satisfaction, it was not blurred, the 
angle of capture was very good, it was perfect! 



She curled her lips slightly and glanced at Lu Qi provocatively. 

“Lu Shao, it’s a pity not to take such a wonderful picture. I’m here to wait for you.” 

She knew that Lu Qi wouldn’t have the courage to leave the front door, and the side 
door was the only one. 

“You…you…” 

Lu Qi was so angry that he was speechless, and put his hands around his chest… 

Su Nan’s eyes turned cold, and his tone sank, “Don’t dare If you mess with me, I’ll send 
this photo to the whole world!” 

When is she still the stupid woman from three years ago? 

How dare anyone show her face? 

As soon as she turned around, Su Jin’s driver stood at the intersection, bowing politely 
as a gentleman, waiting for her to finish her work. 

Su Nan didn’t even look at Fu Yechuan, he walked around him and raised his legs, and 
got into Su Jin’s luxury car. 

For some reason, just now Su Nan faced Lu Qi who was running naked, threatening 
and mocking without changing his face, without any intention of avoiding suspicion, he 
seemed a little awkward. 

But looking back tonight, from the violin on the stage to the dice on the gambling game, 
the old solid wood Su Nan who could see through it at a glance, suddenly became like a 
new soul, every move is a mystery, hazy hazy, the more Unable to see clearly, Fu 
Yechuan felt a little irritable in his heart. 

Seeing Lu Qi standing there staring at Su Nan’s back, he couldn’t help frowning, and he 
didn’t want to throw the coat on his head, “Come on, isn’t it shameful enough?” 

⋯ 

Chapter Twenty-Nine 

The twenty-ninth chapter of the humiliation 

Lu Qi reacted agitatedly, covered his face with his clothes and rushed into the car, “Get 
in the car, grass! I’m in the hands of your ex-wife today!” The 



two got into the car, and he was in a hurry . He put on his clothes and complained 
incessantly: “Your ex-wife is really a femme fatale, she is cruel enough, she is cruel 
enough, I can’t play with her!” 

Only Fu Yechuan heard these words, and his expression became cold. Rushui, took out 
a cigarette and lit it, the smoke between his slender fingers lingered, making the look in 
his eyes dim and unclear. 

Cheng Yi took Qin Yu and Ning Zhi out. They also looked at the two people in the car 
with smug eyes. 

Cheng Yi took a few steps forward, and when he got there, across the car window, the 
corners of his unruly mouth curled into a playful smile, “Young Master Lu, it’s just a 
gamble, you can afford to lose and let it go, we’ll still be friends when we meet… ..” 

Lu Qi was trembling with anger, hehe, it’s so simple to say, dare they not strip off and 
run out! 

His name, Lu Qi, is going to be the laughing stock of others! 

Shame, it is simply a great shame! 

However, this shame was brought on by himself! 

There’s really nowhere to go. 

Because he was just upstairs, before being stripped naked, Cheng Yi looked at him 
indifferently: “Don’t want to take it off? If Su Nan lost, would you let her go?” 

Of course the answer was no. 

So, he was stripped… 

Lu Qi didn’t want to pay attention to Cheng Yi, snorted coldly, and turned his head 
arrogantly to express his anger. 

Fu Yechuan glanced at Cheng Yi, his voice was low and dangerous, “Cheng Ershao is 
venting his anger for Su Nan today?” 

“President Fu is joking, it was clearly Su Nan who won the game himself, and he is 
willing to accept the loss. Is it better than a woman?” 

Cheng Yi smiled eloquently, tapped his fingers on the car window, pondered for a 
moment, and looked at Fu Yechuan meaningfully. 

“President Fu never thought that Su Nan would win, did he?” 



“It’s really unexpected.” 

“Three years of marriage is not enough to know a person. Su Nan is worthless in Mr. 
Fu’s eyes.” Cheng Yi smiled lightly in his eyes. , took a deep breath, raised his head 
and smiled evilly, full of evil charm. 

“But there’s no need to know about it in the future, because here is Su Nan!” He raised 
his thumbs and sneered with raised eyebrows. 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes were dangerous and sharp, and he squinted, “Don’t Cheng always 
like that woman?” 

Cheng Yi laughed, and met his gaze with a magnanimous gaze, “Yes, I want to pursue 
her, or I have to thank Mr. Fu for letting her go, so I have this chance.” 

Fu Yechuan looked back coldly and looked at the front with no expression, Lu Qi 
couldn’t help but complain, “What are you talking about, old Fu, hurry up and leave !” 

I couldn’t wait for a moment. 

As soon as he stepped on the accelerator, the car suddenly left. Lu Qi looked at Fu 
Yechuan, whose face suddenly changed, and was shocked. 

“Are you angry?” 

Cheng Yi was interested in the woman Su Nan at first sight, so what if he admitted it? 

Fu Yechuan didn’t want to talk to Lu Qi, “Aren’t you supposed to be concerned about 
photos?” 

“Uncle’s!” Lu Qi cursed secretly, it was the first time for him to fall on the same woman! 

“It wasn’t good who you married back then. There are so many women who are right in 
the family, but it was her? I really don’t know what you think? Brothers all feel injustice 
for you. Fortunately, we didn’t treat her as our own.” Lu Qi muttered. 

The brakes of the car stopped abruptly, Fu Yechuan’s face was a little ugly, and his 
chest suddenly felt uncomfortable. 

No one took her to herself? 

Is he too? 

“Get off!” Fu Yechuan’s voice was cold. 

Lu Qi looked at him in surprise, “Why?” 



“I’m going to the company, but I’m not on the way.” Fu Yechuan’s face was inexplicably 
dark. 

Lu Qi had to get out of the car, stood in the cold wind and watched the car get farther 
and farther, and suddenly remembered that that direction doesn’t seem to be the 
direction of Fu’s company… On the 

other side, Qin Yu walked over proudly, ” Now that Lu Qi will be honest, he really won’t 
cry without seeing the coffin!” 

Ning Zhi nodded, “Don’t let him look at the color, really think Su Nan is easy to bully…” 

Qin Yu was stunned for a moment, “But How can Su Nan play dice? And it’s so good?” 

Ning Zhiliao and Cheng Yi looked at each other, smiled, and explained, 

“When she was studying at university in country F, she quarreled with her family for a 
month. She cut off her income, and ended up being tricked into becoming a dealer in 
the largest underground casino. Unexpectedly, she learned the skills under the table 
and made a lot of money! When Chairman Su found out, he was so frightened that he 
immediately let her leave and gave her back An unlimited black card…” 

Qin Yu’s eyes widened, regretting why she didn’t go to be a classmate with Su Nan? 

…… 

⋯ 

Chapter 30 Next Set 

Chapter 30 is set in the 

morning. 

Su Nan opened her eyes in the warm morning light. She curled her lips. Someone 
knocked on the door just in time. The servant asked in a low voice, “Miss, are you up 
yet?” 

Su Nan said lazily. “Come in.” 

Yesterday, Su Jin’s driver took her directly to Su’s house. 

The two maids came in with a huge clothes hanger and said respectfully, “Miss, this is 
the clothes for you. The master and the eldest young master are waiting for you in the 
restaurant.” 



Su Nan was slightly shocked. , can’t wait to buy the brand she likes and just wear it for 
her? 

There are several pieces of the same style in different colors. Although there is no 
LOGO on it, the familiar workmanship and fabrics are from Prada’s private wardrobe, 
and they are all new limited editions of the season, which are priceless in the market. 

Sure enough, she had to get used to this extravagant life, “I see, you guys go out first.” 

After getting up and grooming, she randomly chose a restrained and chic little black 
dress, matched it with a white suit jacket, and walked out. 

In the restaurant, Su Yifeng and Su Jin were sitting at the dining table eating breakfast 
slowly and gracefully. 

Seeing her coming, Su Yifeng squinted his eyes with a smile, “Is my good daughter 
up?” 

Su Jin also didn’t turn his head to look at her, with a smile in his eyes. 

“Yesterday, Lu Qi ran out of the ‘Hearing’ bar naked, and was recognized with his face 
covered. I heard that the old man of the Lu family took him back to teach him a lesson 
early in the morning. The Lu family is now in a hurry to deal with online scandals. I 
almost fell to the limit, my little sister is really capable.” 

Su Nan spread out his hands helplessly, walked over and sat down, “He came to 
provoke me first.” 

“Deserved, as long as my daughter is happy, what is the Lu family?” Su Yifeng spoiled 
her with a bowl of bird’s nest. 

After eating a few bites of food in a hurry, I took Su Jin’s car to the company. 

At the door of the office, Yu Lou stood there waiting for her. 

“Vice President Su, Lin Shuang came here early in the morning and waited in the 
office.” 

Su Nan nodded, “Have you got any news from the Juli Group you are investigating?” 

“I have already contacted the Juli Group. The person in charge, Mr. Lingo Lin, he 
proposed to invite you to dinner and have a face-to-face interview.” 

“Make an appointment for me.” 

“Okay, Vice President Su. 



” Nan turned the chair around and enjoyed it leisurely, and for a moment, the 
atmosphere in the office stiffened. 

Lin Shuang’s expression changed, she stood up quickly, and looked at Yu Lou behind 
Su Nan, “Why did Vice President Su come in without saying a word.” 

Su Nan smiled nonchalantly and walked over, “Since Manager Lin likes this Take the 
chair, Yulou, to Manager Lin’s office in a while.” 

“Yes.” 

“Vice President Su, I don’t have any other intentions. You don’t need to give me a chair 
specially.” 

Su Nan sat on the sofa beside him with a cold expression. “I have a habit of cleanliness. 
I won’t want a chair that others have sat on.” 

Lin Shuang hit a nail and glared at her. She had scolded Su Nan thousands of times in 
her heart. Fall asleep, what are you proud of? 

“What’s wrong with Manager Lin?” Su Nan glanced at her. 

Lin Shuang walked over with a document twisting her waist and threw the document in 
front of Su Nan. 

“Well, don’t say that I didn’t remind you, how many people are jealous of Fengheng 
Group’s project. Tonight, Director Zhang of Fengheng Group will invite guests to talk 
about this cooperation. Vice President Su must seize this opportunity. ‘.” 

Su Nan turned over two pages of the document and closed it without reading it. She 
didn’t believe that Lin Shuang would be so kind and give her such a big cake? 

But since she was so active, if Su Nan didn’t cooperate, she would be embarrassed. 

She smiled, “Mr. Lin will also be there tonight?” 

“Of course, I will introduce you.” 

“Well, I will attend on time.” 

Su Nan handed the document to Yu Lou, “According to the above The points increase 
by 30 points.” 

Yu Lou took it without thinking, “Okay, I’ll do it.” 



At this moment, Qin Yu pushed open the door and came in, holding a bunch of flowers, 
blocking his view. 

“Come on, Su Nan, I’m exhausted.” 

Su Nan was a little surprised, “What is this?” 

“Of course someone is chasing you, sending you flowers…” Qin Yu raised her 
eyebrows, Laughing maliciously. 
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